Avalanche TTX
Exercise & training software
Bring your exercises and training to life. Simply.

Benefits

Avalanche TTX is an easy way to design and deliver scenarios
for your exercises and training. It combines a powerful
scenario design environment with immersive presentation
features and sophisticated after-action review & reporting.

▪
▪

Avalanche TTX has been custom built for emergency
management and public safety professionals, with wide
application in other sectors.

▪

The software is extremely easy to use, making the design,
delivery and review of your tabletop discussion exercises an
engaging experience, both for the facilitator and the
participants.

▪

About the software
Avalanche TTX works by allowing you to design media-rich
scenarios and then play them back during an exercise, either
in one room, multiple rooms via your local network, or
multiple locations via the Internet.
The results of scenarios are tracked, and made available for
review and assessment. Avalanche TTX then helps you to
assess the results. The results of assessment can then be
collated into reports or used within the software for debrief
with participants.

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Easy scenario design and delivery, allowing exercises to
be run regularly
Reduced time and effort by trainers, facilitators and
assessors in exercise management and producing afteraction reports
Portable. Install on-site or as a portable multi-seat
exercise system on the road
Consistent and repeatable exercises across multiple
participant groups
Your scenario library can easily be built and shared,
retaining organisational knowledge
Run scenarios across different sites. Train and exercise in
one or multiple locations with Avalanche TTX Server
Share scenarios around your organisation for simplicity
and consistency. Or with Avalanche TTX Server, keep all
your exercises and multimedia in one place for your entire
organisation
Detailed evidence of your preparedness initiatives is
automatically retained
Activities can be customised to local requirements to
keep them relevant and engaging
Low annual cost, scalable and expandable
A best practice methodology for scenario training

Incredibly user-friendly
Despite being very powerful and flexible, you won’t need a
degree in computer science and a film crew to create great
scenarios in Avalanche TTX.

It just works
No more messing about with videos not playing back in your
presentations. Simply plug in a projector, and let
Avalanche TTX help you to get started.

Secure
Avalanche TTX uses modern encryption standards to ensure
that all communications and storage is secure.

Build your own scenario library
Powerful scenario building capabilities let you create a library
of the types of situations your organisation faces, so your
people can be better prepared for whatever the world throws
at them.
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Avalanche TTX
Features

Compelling Injects

Rapid scenario creation
Build your own scenario
library in minutes. Drag and
drop injects to recreate the
stimuli your people would
experience in real situations,
bringing a compelling sense of reality to your exercises.

Centralised management
and sharing of scenarios
and results
With Avalanche TTX Server,
all your scenarios, media and
results are accessible
anywhere, allowing you to
share design and review
tasks among team members and make scenarios available
anywhere in the world.

Easy facilitator controls
Controlling the presentation
and group discussion is easy.
Avalanche TTX manages
your time, keeping you to
schedule and letting you
know what’s coming up next. With the free Avalanche TTX
Remote app for iOS devices, you can control the exercise
from anywhere in the room.

Single and multi-location training delivery
Optionally run exercises across the Internet or your network,
adding video/audio conferencing and multi-site
whiteboards to your exercises.

Build up your scenarios with
immersive phone calls, radio
broadcasts, explosions,
briefing videos, emails, text
messages and more.

Electronic Whiteboards
Create an unlimited number of virtual whiteboards for
sharing ideas, actions and strategies. Show them in one
location or with Avalanche TTX Server collaborate with other
locations on one whiteboard or break-out into groups for
brainstorming sessions on separate whiteboards.

Focussed after-action
review and assessment
Review recordings of group
discussions, whiteboards,
and other observations.
Jump directly to a topic and
play back what was said.
Provide feedback in the form of comments, annotations,
ideas and lessons learned.

Automatic Debrief
Reports
Following an after-action
review, print out an
automatically generated
report containing a summary
of the discussion topics,
along with any feedback,
observations and other
commentary provided by reviewers. Distribute these reports
to stakeholders as a permanent record of the exercise.
Avalias can customise reports that allow you to
automatically populate the results of your exercises into
your own Microsoft Word report templates.

Contact us to request a demo
Email: solutions@avalias.com
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